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Search, View, & Export Chat Logs from your Microsoft Lync® Environment
After years of helping customers archive and search their LCS, OCS and
Lync logs, we've taken the feedback, sharpened the focus, and streamlined
the user interface. The result: HR Auditor for Microsoft Lync ®.
Install HR Auditor for Microsoft Lync®
HR Auditor is a quick, easy install. Server requirements include the .NET 4.0
Framework and Microsoft IIS. HR Auditor will require read access to your
Active Directory and Microsoft SQL Server containing your LCSLogs. Install
is typically less than 30 minutes.
Search with HR Auditor
Quickly search chat conversations by keyword, user, or date
range. Our visualization tools provide immediate views of usage
levels, and allow you to quickly drill down into specific date
ranges. Basic search is a
powerful tool for browsing chat
KEY BENEFITS
history. Search for users by
typing in their name, and we will
match their name against Active
 Install and connect with
Directory using our type-ahead
your Lync environment in
matching feature.
less than 30 minutes.

Advanced search allows for
complex queries to pinpoint
specific conversations. Specify
particular users, keywords, or
date ranges that you want to
include or exclude from your
searches. Visuals provide quick
feedback on the number of
results across different dates.
Export with HR Auditor
HR Auditor has a built in utility that allows for quick and easy
export of conversations to either .PDF, .CSV or .TXT formats.
You can export individual conversations, or an entire result set
of conversations. PDF exports of multiple conversations are
created with an index of each conversation, neatly organizing
the results for review in your preferred PDF viewing program.

 Search with dynamic
drill-down visualization
tools.
 Secure access based on
existing AD user and
group access controls.
 Access control provided at
5 person increments.

